PLAINSCAPITAL BANK
TRANSFERS ITS MULTI-SITE
SECURITY TO THE CLOUD
while reducing costs and keeping
operations running smoothly

THE CHALLENGE

THE CHANGE

PlainsCapital Bank needed a unified, secure

PlainsCapital Bank has a physical security platform

physical security platform and one, consistent

that supports its multi-site business by enabling its

user credential to meet their expansion needs.

workforce, providing better protection for assets

THE CHOICE

“The platform had to focus on data
integrity, disaster recovery and
system resiliency. It also needed
to be scalable and light on IT
resources without impacting other
bank operations.”
-Bill Lines, Chief Information Security Officer at
PlainsCapital Bank

WHY BRIVO
•

Use cyber-hardened technology and proven
secure cloud-based access control services

•
•
•

Manage, monitor and report event activity from

and information and reducing the time to complete
audits and inspections.
Using Brivo Onair with HID iCLASS SE Readers
and mobile credentials creates a seamless user
experience. The bank improved operations by using
a credential that can be easily updated, revoked
and tracked with its Brivo security platform.

“By implementing mobile-enabled
readers from HID and conducting a
rollout of HID mobile credentials, we
were able to improve the security
experience while reducing costs.”
-Bill Lines

all locations in a single platform

The Brivo Onair cloud-based, subscription model

Integrate with enterprise systems to share data

makes it easier for security staff to remotely

and reduce re-work

manage each location while having a financially

Quickly deploy access control to any facility

responsible way to scale the security platform.

A CYBER SECURE SOLUTION

ABOUT BRIVO

By relying on Brivo experts to handle the back-end

Brivo is the global leader in cloud-based security

infrastructure, PlainsCapital Bank continuously

and property management solutions for commercial

improves its security program and focuses on the

and multifamily properties that simplify security

business of running the bank. Automatic software

interactions for property managers, tenants,

and firmware updates and cybersecurity patches

employees, and visitors. With over 20 million users

from Brivo help keep the bank secure.

and 1,000 authorized dealers, our SaaS platform has
been unifying the security experience across access

“We wanted to focus on
security services and not system
functionality. Not having to
worry about software, hardware
or client configuration was
important to our security program
as we scaled locally and beyond.”

control, mobile credentials, video surveillance,
identity federation, visitor management, intercoms,
and elevator control since 2002.
Hundreds of software partners and end users
use our APIs and SDKs to extend our solutions to
unique vertical market offerings. More than ten
years of SOC audits underscore our commitment to
protecting customer privacy and data security.

-Bill Lines

ABOUT PLAINSCAPITAL BANK

ABOUT HID GLOBAL

Dallas-based PlainsCapital Bank, the sixth-largest

HID Global is a worldwide leader in trusted identity

Texas-headquartered bank by deposit market

solutions that power people, places and things.

share, operates more than 60 Texas branches and

HID solutions give people secure and convenient

has more than 1,100 employees providing highly

access to physical and digital places and connect

personalized relationship banking through a single

things that can be accurately identified, verified and

point of contact. Offering commercial lending,

tracked digitally. Millions around the world use HID

treasury management, small business banking,

products and services to navigate their everyday

private banking, and trust and wealth management

lives, and over 2 billion things are connected

services, PlainsCapital Bank empowers responsive,

through HID technology. Headquartered in Austin,

local decision making in each of its major markets.

Texas, HID has over 3,000 employees with offices

PlainsCapital Bank is a wholly owned subsidiary of

supporting more than 100 countries. HID Global® is

Hilltop Holdings (NYSE:HTH).

an ASSA ABLOY Group brand.
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